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NINA is a compact all-in- one counter top machine, ready
for use straight out of the box and easy to use.
It produces pasta sheets of variable thickness and cuts
2mm and 6mm tagliatelle.
On request, NINA can be fitted with special cuts: 
(1,5 - 4 - 8 - 24 mm) and also with  jagged-edges (12 - 18
- 24 mm). 
NINA is available in two models: 170 and 250. 
They are characterised by the width of the pasta sheets
produced(170 mm and 250 mm).
NINA is a versatile machine that can be combined with a 
range of optional accessories, creating a counter top
pasta shop.
Its external structure is made of anodized aluminium. 
Theparts in contact with pasta are made of stainless steel.
It includes a safety button and a switch light. 
It respects all accident prevention regulations in force.
Accessories 
1 - Extruder/Mixer Unit 
Produces all kinds of extruded pasta by changing the ex-
truding die. 
Bronze and PTFE dies are available: Bronze dies extrude
a rough, rustic pasta, while PTFE dies extrude a
smooth, transparent pasta). It includes a rotating automa-
tic cutting knife for short pasta

2 - Ravioli Unit
Produces perfect rectangular ravioli strips
and can be used with different kinds of soft fillings made
of vegetables, cheese, meat or other kinds of mixed
fillings. It uses pasta sheet mm 100 wide.

3 - The tagliatelle Unit
Produces long pasta in three different sizes: tagliolini (2
mm), tagliatelle (6 mm) and pappardelle (12mm).

For the complete list of accessories, see Moulds & Dies.

Features

Technical Data

NINA 170 - SKU # LM22004 weight  

NINA 250 - SKU # LM22010 weight  

NINA 170 - SKU # LM22004 dimensions

NINA 250 - SKU # LM22010 dimensions

Motor power

36,6 Kg

46,4 Kg

38x39x38 cm

45x39x38 cm

750 W

Press Unit weight / production

Press Unit dimensions

Ravioli Unit weight / production

Ravioli Unit dimensions

Tagliatelle Unit weight / production

Accessories 

14 Kg / 6 Kg/h

16,5x31x27 cm

11 Kg / 10 Kg/h

20x45x35 cm

9,2 Kg / 18 Kg/h

Made by

Pasta Dough Sheeter with Built-in Cutters

170

NEMA 6 15P

Crated Dims: 32 x 32 x 32 In. Wt: 130lbs  (Nina 250: 165lbs)
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